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Risk management goals and identification of critical infrastructures  
 
Abstract: Strategic goals help streamlining risk management efforts, and criticality 
assessments of infrastructures benefit from such goals. This paper offers an 
introduction into recent German civil protection activities on this topic at national 
level. It offers a transferable concept on how to identify, document and justify 
priorities regarding critical infrastructure services. Based on human values it 
enables to prioritise critical and urgent areas for risk management, in this case in 
the field of infrastructures. Critical values and key services are identified and then 
prioritised using time as a criterion. Finally, infrastructure elements are identified 
and prioritised with a given research unit.  
 
Keywords: risk management; risk governance; civil protection; disaster risk 
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1 Introduction 
Defining a goal is a keystone in any strategy, concept, roadmap or assessment. 
Setting a goal is strongly connected to setting priorities. All risk management 
phases – scoping, risk assessment, evaluation of the results, defining risk 
management measures and risk communication (see figure 2) – demand an 
overarching goal and specific benchmarks. Effectiveness of risk management as a 
whole, but also regarding its parts, can be measured and guided using such goals. 
In civil protection, such overarching goal(s) still have to be defined or related to 
existing management goals in similar areas. While overarching goals often remain 
broad and general, specific goals, or target levels, typically allow for a more 
precise description of benchmarks or thresholds of tolerated risks.  
The following insights to the usability of risk management goals are largely based 
on experiences with the topic ‘critical infrastructure’ (CI). This works builds upon 
methodological and conceptual approaches for identifying critical infrastructures 
(Gheorghe & Schläpfer 2004; Moteff 2005; Theoharidou et al. 2009; Tierney & 
Bruneau 2007), interdependencies (Rinaldi et al. 2001) or principles of interrelation 
(Hellström 2007) and can be traced back to risk and criticality methods such as the 
FMECA (US DoD - United States Department of Defense 1980). The research also 
follows recent terminological (Aven 2011; Thywissen 2006) and conceptual 
developments in infrastructure risk, vulnerability and resilience research (Boin & 
McConnell 2007; Füssel 2007; GMU - George Mason University 2007; Hellström 
2007; HS SAI - Homeland Security Studies and Analysis Institute 2010). The 
theoretical background is related to sustainability science (UN - United Nations 
1987), but specifically to risk as a relation of hazard and vulnerability (Turner et al. 
2003; Wisner et al. 2004), social ecological systems (Folke 2006; Holling 1973; 
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Holling 2001; Turner et al. 2003) and system theory in general (Bertalanffy 2006), 
and draws mostly upon work on CI as a topic that emerged in the U.S. (see sub-
chapter 2.2 on literature) and has been adopted in Europe (Bonin et al. 2009; 
Bouchon 2006; European Commission 2008) or Australia (Australian Government 
2010), for instance. The theoretical and methodological background to CI and its 
related security domain however, is not the major focus in this paper. It is treated 
elsewhere by the authors (Fekete 2011; Geier 2003; Lauwe 2010) and in this paper 
the focus is on risk management goals and their importance for CI and other topics 
in civil protection. 
     This paper will investigate how strategic goals in civil protection can be 
developed. It outlines risk management areas in which goals and target levels for 
safety and security are currently investigated by civil protection authorities at 
national level in Germany. Applying a holistic risk management approach, 
collaboration with different stakeholders is pursued - public services, private 
sectors and the general public. Core questions addressed in this paper are: What are 
the current developments of risk management goals, specifically with regard to 
civil protection? How can such goals be based on societal values? How can such 
goals help to identify critical infrastructures? The paper will also outline some 
recent experiences and projects dealing with risk and criticality assessments 
supporting the development of risk management goals. 

2 Risk management goals 
“Risk management goal” is a term used in this paper to summarise a number of 
strategic and operational objectives, aims, ambitions, target levels, benchmarks and 
other related terms. This expression, ‘risk management goals’ has been selected, 
since many researchers, infrastructure operators and governmental decision-makers 
use it as an overarching term for security efforts in the CI domain. There are other 
overarching terms and goals within the risk, crisis and disaster research, 
vulnerability, resilience and governance arena that would be interesting to 
compare. However, this paper narrows down on this term in order to stay in line 
with the methodological and conceptual work of the authors and guidelines of the 
governmental authorities they work for. There are many principles of the concept 
that can serve as stimulus for transfer to other application areas than just risk 
management. 
Within civil protection and ‘critical infrastructure protection’ (CIP), it is closely 
related to the term ‘protection goal’ in Germany (FMIG - Federal Ministry of the 
Interior of Germany 2008; FMIG 2009). This term is further differentiated into 
‘strategic protection objectives’ and ‘operational protection target levels’. Strategic 
protection objectives are included before the risk analysis starts in order to 
prioritise research areas and to save resources. On the other hand, operational 
protection target levels emerge as a result of the risk analyses themselves and 
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normally lead to the implementation of specific protection measures. A similar 
approach is used by the European Commission (EC), within the criteria, to identify 
European Critical Infrastructure (European Commission, 2008). This program 
separates cross-sectoral impact criteria, for example fatalities or economic impact 
from sector-specific criteria, such as the size of a specific oil pipeline. The latter 
type is also known, in other areas, as specific ‘protection levels’.  
The aviation industry uses ‘target levels of safety’ as management goals. The 
objective is to allow for a very low number of plane crashes or other reasons of 
death for passengers. Low numbers of fatalities are crucial to maintain the trust of 
the customers in air flight. This example illustrates how a specific safety goal 
impacts the overall business of a company or even sector.  
 
2.1 Civil protection goals and related security paradigms 
Protection incorporates a wide range of possibilities to keep losses as low as 
possible. The application of protection from a civil protection perspective includes 
arrangements to reduce the vulnerability of the general public and of critical 
infrastructures. This can be done by making a society more robust and more 
flexible, and adapting to a changing hazard and threat situation. Despite adaptation, 
in the face of extreme natural hazards, technical or human failure, and intentional 
malicious acts, the loss of lives and economic damage cannot fully be ruled out. 
Cascading effects of infrastructure service failures produce risks at unprecedented 
spatial and temporal scales. Therefore, in addition to adaptation, we need to 
prepare to manage disasters and to recover after the impact as quickly as possible.  
With regard to the wide range of risks, an all-hazard perspective is applied in 
German civil protection.  Information on potential hazards and threats is used to 
develop reasonable worst case scenarios which help to identify vulnerability in an 
ex-ante assessment process. Current hazard and threat prevention is part of the 
responsibility of institutions like environmental agencies, health care organizations, 
or the police forces.  
     Figure 1 shows the multitude of hazard and impact layers addressed. It does not 
include the multitude of concepts and measures to deal with it, such as 
vulnerability, capacities, or criticality assessments that are laid out in guidelines 
(FMIG 2008) and currently applied by a number of studies on various hazards and 
impacts. Figure 1 outlines an all-hazard perspective with multiple types of hazards 
impacting infrastructures, which in turn affects multiple areas of concern for 
researchers or decision-makers, such as human society, the environment, the 
government or else. Infrastructures are the conceptual nexus and catalyst for hazard 
impacts and their effects, not just regarding the infrastructure itself, but also 
regarding their system environment. 

Figure 1 Multiple hazards, threats and impact layers within an all-hazard approach 
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     Different terms are used to describe security, in the sense of providing care and 
cure for a nation. Public security is the paradigm of the Ministry of the Interior in 
Germany. This term integrates civil protection among other tasks, such as 
protection against crime and terror, security of the constitution, customs and border 
security. Other nations have similar or different terms and concepts for integrating 
security aspects for their citizens or people living on their territory and abroad. 
There are a number of related terms, and at this stage, no complete overview can be 
given, just some highlights and contrasting terms. The UK uses the term “civil 
contingencies” for emergency management activities. The USA introduced the 
term Homeland Security, with a security focus, to “prevent terrorist attacks” (US 
2002). Some agencies within the United Nations and some development 
organizations use the term Human Security as an umbrella term for the “freedom 
from want and freedom from fear” (Brauch 2005). The term was extended by the 
United Nations University – Institute for Environment and Human Security (UNU-
EHS) to “freedom from hazard impacts” (Brauch 2005, p. 24). These contrasting 
terms also influence and shape current and future developments of public security 
and civil protection in Germany. 

2.2 Critical infrastructures as a national civil protection theme 
CIP emerged as a key topic within security policy in the late 1990s (Brown 2006; 
Geier 2003; Koski 2011). It became a special focus of civil protection after the 
attacks on Sept. 11, 2001. The “New strategy for the protection of the population of 
Germany” (GFCD - German Federal Office of Civil Protection and Disaster 
Assistance 2010) identifies CI as a key topic for civil protection. The initial event 
that caught worldwide attention on the importance of interconnected modern 
infrastructure was the millennium problem for date settings in IT software, the 
“y2k problem” or, “millennium bug”. But even before the year 2000, terrorist 
attacks such as the Oklahoma or World Trade Center bombings (Brown, 2006, p. 
71) led the U.S. government to install a presidential commission for CIP. The 
”…United States shall have achieved and shall maintain the ability to protect the 
nation’s critical infrastructures from intentional acts“ (US Government 1996). CIP 
as a new paradigm served as an umbrella term for several security aspects and 
responsibilities (Koski 2011). Initially, identifying sectors such as 
telecommunication, transport, water and energy supply, more and more sectors and 
so-called key assets such as schools and hospitals were adopted as national critical 
infrastructures (Brown 2006; Koski 2011). In Germany, just as in the U.S. or UK, a 
large part of the infrastructure is owned by the private sector. Therefore, 
cooperation between government and private sector, rather than regulation has 
been recently pursued. Cyber infrastructure is but one of the various CI sectors, yet 
cyber security has been one major driver of CIP. Similar to the U.S., cyber 
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infrastructure has been one of the first infrastructure sectors to be analysed 
regarding its criticality and its impact on society in Germany. The Federal Office 
for Information Security of Germany coordinated efforts on cyber infrastructure 
protection in Germany. The office for civil defence in Germany was shut down 
after the Cold War ended in the 1990s. Singular events such as large-scale river 
floods in the 1990s (Fekete 2010) and the attacks of 9 September 2001 caught 
public attention for the need for coordinated national civil protection. In 2004, the 
German Federal Office of Civil Protection and Disaster Assistance (GFCD) started 
its operations. From the beginning, CIP has been a main pillar of the GFCD. The 
Ministry of the Interior, and its technical agencies, the German Federal Office for 
Information Security and the GFCD cooperate closely with other security agencies, 
the private sector and especially with authorities on sub-national level – the Federal 
States (German: Bundesländer), Counties (German: Landkreise), major cities, and 
municipalities (German: Gemeinden).  
Many aspects of CI policy and methodologies are similar for other especially 
European countries as well (Bouchon 2006; Vrijling et al. 2004). There exist 
differences, too, such as a stronger explicit emphasis on bottom-up community 
resilience in the UK (Caudle & de Spiegeleire 2010).  
 
2.3 Risk management as a goal and management process  in civil protection  

     Risk management is a process widely used to structure and streamline security 
efforts to deal with risk actively, more precisely, proactively or ex-ante, i.e., before 
upcoming crises or disasters. Competing these days internationally with the terms 
“resilience management” and “risk governance”, all these terms have in common 
that something can be actively done by humans to cope with risks. There are 
alternative approaches to this paradigm, too; such as ‘living with risk’ (UN/ISDR 
2002), adaptation or acceptance. We have selected the risk management paradigm 
in this paper in order to illustrate guided, strategic efforts in civil protection. Risk 
management is a concept and standard adopted by certain official authorities 
dealing with risks (FMIG 2008), but even more in the private sector. Norms and 
standards on risk management, such as ISO 31010:2009 (ISO - International 
Organization for Standardization 2009), have increasingly been applied, and risk 
management consulting is a growing area.  
     At the GFCD, the risk management approach follows closely the conceptual 
risk management phases that were developed in Australia (Australian/New Zealand 
Standard, 2004), the USA (with precursors such as (Lowrance 1976; CLS - 
Commission on Life Sciences, National Research Council 1983) and were recently 
found in ISO 31010, and similarly in many other conceptual frameworks, for 
instance, in risk governance (IRGC -  International Risk Governance Council 
2008). The following sections of this paper use the risk management phases used in 
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these conceptual frameworks to illustrate the need for strategic goals. Figure 2 
resembles a simplified and condensed version of these frameworks. It stresses that 
before any risk analysis or assessment there must be a scoping phase, and after the 
analysis, a phase wherein measures are developed. Communication and evaluation 
however, are phases or rather, processes, necessary for all phases of risk 
management. This framework therefore reflects the recent paradigm that (crisis or 
risk) communication and evaluation are not processes to start when everything else 
ended already. 

 
Figure 2 The risk management cycle (modified from FMIG 2008, ISO 
31010:2009, IRGC 2008) 
 
Risk management goals are paramount for linking strategic objectives with 
concrete results. Risk management goals therefore permeate all phases of risk 
management – from the scoping phase to the identified risk management measures 
(Fig. 2). Such goals are necessary as a strategic guideline, as a communication tool, 
but also as concrete operational benchmarks, for the evaluation of the whole 
process.  
 

3. Activities on developing risk management goals in German civil 
protection 
Developing risk management goals aims at acquiring more knowledge about risks, 
risk management, and about means for risk communication. From the perspective 
of a Federal Office, this is also done in order to help informing policy makers and 
to find new means to deliver information. 
Within the risk and crisis management conceptual framework used by the FMIG 
(2008), defining strategic goals is the primary step before starting the risk 
management process. Examples for ‘strategic protection objectives’ are provided 
for the different purposes and target groups applying the risk and crisis 
management concept (FMIG 2008, p. 15). 
 
“Examples: 

• best possible protection of staff and others (e. g. clients), 
• maintenance of the organization’s functionality even in extreme situations, 
• compliance with legal requirements, 
• prevention of major economic damage, and 
• prevention of possible damage to the organization’s image.”  
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     This conceptual framework also requires deriving specific operational goals or 
targeting levels that result from risk analyses. Considerations within the GFCD for 
using goals to steer risk management will be shown in the following section. 

3.1 Deriving goals and target levels using criticality assessment  

The European programme for critical infrastructure protection (EPCIP)  
“ … establishes a procedure for the identification and designation of European critical 
infrastructures (‘ECIs’), and a common approach to the assessment of the need to improve the 
protection of such infrastructures in order to contribute to the protection of people.“ (EC, 2008, p. 
77).  
 
     At GFCD, in projects such as KritisKAT criticality criteria for the 
international, national and sub-national identification of CI have been developed 
(Fekete 2011). As a major finding for transferability to different infrastructure 
sectors, most criticality criteria can be traced back to three generic characteristics; 
critical time factors, critical mass or amount, and, critical quality factors. As a 
sideline finding during this process, the importance of identifying and 
documenting risk management goals became apparent.     
Only at first glance it might surprise that some authors think that even certain U.S. 
governmental agencies with decade-long national programs on CIP seem to lack 
“… universally accepted and transparent scientific models for determining 
priorities among vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure …” (Kral 2012), for some 
alternative views and background information, see also: (Brown 2006; Koski 
2011). Finding criteria for setting priorities between ethically laden and 
scientifically often incommensurable values is difficult, naturally. Still, it is 
surprising how many risk and vulnerability studies proceed without first 
establishing which values are to be prioritised, and, how these priorities can be 
measured. One reason might be that while there are many methods to identify 
vulnerability and risk ranges, there are fewer methods available for judging 
priorities. Next, the identification of whether the outcome of a possible hazard 
impact is rather tolerable or regarded as really bad largely depends on critical 
thresholds that need to be identified. However, despite the surge of projects dealing 
with tipping points and thresholds these days, there is still a lack of knowledge or 
methodologies for measuring or judging thresholds. One of the difficulties in 
identifying critical thresholds of vulnerabilities or unwanted impacts might result 
from the lack of determining priorities of impacted values. Therefore, this paper 
stresses the step-by step identification of goals in risk management, priorities of 
values and overall ambitions before any further vulnerability or risk assessment.  

3.2 Demand for target levels in the electricity sector 
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Providing an example for one of the major areas of activity of the GFCD, 
experiences in the electricity sector are briefly outlined. In order to support the 
development of specific target levels for the electricity sector, GFCD initiated 
several research projects in order to achieve a more holistic knowledge base about 
the utilisation, pros and cons of target levels in electricity security.  
     At GFCD, the electricity sector receives a special focus because of its 
importance for almost any other CI sector and the widespread cascading effects of 
blackouts. In a project at GFCD, criticality analysis and results from risk analysis 
will improve the understanding of blackouts and management measures to prevent 
them in the future. This project is termed ‘Scenario-based principles and innovative 
methods for the reduction of the risk of failure concerning power supply under con-
sideration of the impact on the population.’ (German abbreviation: GRASB). It is a 
project based on the “Research programme for civil security” as a component of 
the Federal Government’s high-tech strategy. The development of target levels and 
protection goals is supported by such applied projects that directly collaborate with 
partners in the private sector. Insights and results are directly fed into working 
groups with the industry. 
The GFCD cooperates with electricity operators on securing and improving energy 
supply, engaging in a working group on electricity. Specific target levels of 
investments into security measures above the achieved technical standards have 
been demanded by the private sector as a prerequisite for further joint 
investigations with civil protection authorities. These investigations cover 
improvements of business continuity management and securing energy supply even 
during natural, technical or man-made disasters.  
Several similar working groups have been formed, with stakeholders from public 
authorities and infrastructure operators. These partnerships have been quite 
successful over the past years in first of all establishing a communication and 
exchange platform. The biggest achievement was probably gaining mutual trust 
and understanding. On one platform, the ‘CIP Implementation Plan’ (German: 
UPKRITIS), spearheaded by The Federal Office for Information Security of 
Germany, German national-level authorities debate security threats and possible 
impacts on critical information infrastructures and other critical infrastructures 
together with operators. While this plan (FMIG - Federal Ministry of the Interior of 
Germany 2011) and the regular implementation meetings specifically focus on 
critical information infrastructure, they involve topics valid for most other 
infrastructures as well. This round table supported studies and the implementation 
of concrete measures, such as single points of contact, joint exercises and advanced 
training. Both working groups, on electricity and the UPKRITIS, have been very 
helpful and stimulating for the work on CIP within the GFCD. For instance, the 
criticality criteria and risk management goal concept, developed within project 
KritisKAT, benefited from the experiences and outcomes of these working groups. 
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3.3 Developing strategic risk management goals by analysing the limits of 
protection and preparedness capacities 

One possibility to determine risk management goals for the electricity sector lies in 
the assessment of emergency capacities to buffer infrastructure service failures. 
These emergency capacities lie within one infrastructure, for example the 
capacities within the electricity sector to supply itself with emergency power. Some 
infrastructures, however, are also relevant to provide capacities in case of a disaster 
to other infrastructures. In the case of electricity, relief agencies such as the 
“Technisches Hilfswerk” (THW) in Germany or the fire brigades but also the 
private sectors have mobile auxiliary power generators. In the case of the 2005 
winter storm in Münsterland in Germany, already around one third of the mobile 
emergency power generators were in use to cover the outage of up to 250,000 
residents (Bundesnetzagentur 2006), p. 10). This means that there is a threshold of 
capacities to provide emergency power for large cities or areas with more than 
750,000 people. This is just one example from the electricity sector, buffer 
capacities might be found for all infrastructures, be it emergency water supply, 
food transport or else.  
     For FMIG and GFCD, the University of Applied Sciences in Cologne 
investigated protection levels for power failures. Based on literature review and 
methods on risk and crisis management and risk analyses provided by GFCD, a 
concept for electricity protection levels has been developed. It uses the risk matrix 
typically applied in risk analyses (GFCD- German Federal Office of Civil 
Protection and Disaster Assistance 2010; Hess 2008; SFCP - Swiss Federal Office 
for Civil Protection 2008; US DoD - United States Department of Defense 1980) 
and delineates acceptable from unacceptable levels of possible power failure 
durations, using principles and tools such as ‘as low as reasonably achievable’ 
(ALARA). This project, named KRITIS-Kapa (German acronym for Critical 
Infrastructure Capacities) identified the limits of emergency power and other 
coping capacities for a blackout within a multi-level stakeholder approach 
(internal, classified report). Risk and crisis management authorities, operators, 
affected economy, and the affected population of blackouts have been investigated 
regarding limitations of capacities, measured by acceptable durations of blackouts. 
Such quantitative or qualitative figures can be used as a baseline for developing 
concrete target levels of safety and security and for establishing a multi-stakeholder 
risk communication about acceptable or necessary levels of protection. 

 

4 A concept for identifying and ranking priority infrastructure 
services based on risk management goals and criticality criteria 
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In order to identify which infrastructures are critical, the GFCD first had to find a 
way to identify which negative impacts would be deemed critical. This involves a 
couple of questions: critical to whom or what, for which scenario, for how big a 
scenario, in which time frame, under which types of security measures already in 
place, and so forth. In project KritisKAT, the structure and procedure provided by 
the risk management guideline on CIP was critically reviewed, applied, modified 
and improved (Fekete 2011). While the guideline already lists strategic risk 
management goals, a baseline of justification and guidance on which goals to 
prioritise is lacking. Justification is a complicated issue, based on different needs 
and demands, ethics and legal, even constitutional aspects to be considered. 
Therefore, the project developed a guideline how to identify and rank values and 
goals of the risk management process, how to use it in order to identify critical 
infrastructures, and how to make this selection process traceable.  
The following concept and guideline is a preview on a document to be published at 
the GFCD. The first step in the identification criticality of infrastructure had been 
to develop generic criticality criteria that can be used for all infrastructure sectors 
against all types of hazards and for all types of impacts. This task proved to be 
complicated – identifying a ‘one size fits all’ method. As a baseline finding, three 
generic criteria had been identified that are used in many studies and can be found 
in a great number of infrastructure criticality assessments; a) critical mass or 
amount, b) critical time-related criteria and c) critical quality (Fekete 2011). The 
following concept builds on these generic criteria and shows how it is applied for 
identifying risk management goals and linking them with critical infrastructure 
services. 
 

4.1 Step A: Identifying values at stake – the critical quality criterion 

Which values are at stake and should receive priority? Values can be as diverse as 
including survival of humans, health impacts, economic, political, environmental 
impacts, and so forth. In the example of the topic of critical infrastructures, the 
overall goal of a national civil protection authority is supply security for the people. 
The selected values – in this case, human survival and health impacts, are linked to 
infrastructure services.  
 
Figure 3 Step A: Identification of values to be investigated 
 
Step A documents critical values at stake and lists those infrastructure services that 
help maintain and support these values. Figure 3 illustrates this identification 
process. First, any user should follow the question posed in the first textbox. Users 
must check, whether the failure of infrastructures could affect values such as life 
and health. If this is at least imaginable, then this specific infrastructure should be 
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further analysed, it is preliminarily identified as ‘critical’. Step A helps to 
determine the criterion ‘critical quality’ (Fekete 2011) and to document the overall 
management or governance goal. Critical quality describes the type of significance 
that is assigned to a given infrastructure. Documenting this as the initial step helps 
to focus and streamline all coming steps in a given risk analysis – be it hazards, 
vulnerabilities, impacts and interdependencies. 

4.2 Step B: Comparison using time as a criterion 
Comparing the values identified in step A is possible using general time-related 
criticality criteria, for example impact initiation period, duration or else (Fekete 
2011). The effects of an outage of infrastructure services on people can be 
described using the impact activation speed criterion, for example. Fig. 4 shows 
how such semi-quantitative criteria can serve to filter urgent from less urgent 
infrastructure services regarding their impact on values such as human lives. This 
step of analysis is possible irrespective of further knowledge about the hazards, 
context area or existing mitigation measures.  
 
Figure 4 Step B: Time-critical ranking of values 
 
Figure 4 again puts the theoretical concept into a pragmatic question to be 
addressed by the user. Since this example uses the value ‘life and health’ the 
possible negative impacts on people’s life and health are analysed. The impact 
initiation speed leads to a ranking of how quickly an infrastructure service failure 
affects people. 
Table 1 gives an example for water which offers a range of different special 
services; drinking water, water for fire fighting, etc. 
 
Table 1 Comparison of critical infrastructure services within one sector (example) 
 
 
The result is a clearer picture about what aspects of infrastructures are ‘critical’ for 
people. Specific services are identified and can be used for the further investigation 
process. It is possible, to compare infrastructures as diverse as water supply, 
information technology, cultural assets or else based on a single comparable 
criterion; impact activation speed.  
 
Table 2 Comparison of sectors (example) 
 
 

4.3 Step C: Identification within research area 
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The third generic criticality criterion, critical mass, serves to describe the critical 
amount of infrastructure elements, nodes, or affected people within selected a 
research unit (Fekete 2011). Critical quality values selected in step A were 
scrutinized regarding urgency in step B. In step C, these critical infrastructure 
services are further analysed regarding critical quantities. Fig. 5 shows which type 
of assessment questions can be framed using this criterion. Very low numbers of 
infrastructures or –elements are a key indicator of criticality for supply security. 
The only infrastructure serving a community is certainly critical when there are no 
redundancies for it. Likewise, infrastructures with a relatively large production or 
delivery volume are relatively critical. There are a number of more ways to use 
critical mass as a criterion, for instance, for large quantities of small infrastructure 
nodes, or connectors (Fekete 2011). However, in this paper it is sufficient to show 
how to base the identification process for priorities in risk management tasks such 
as critical infrastructure first on quality and values, and then on time and mass-
related criticality criteria. 
 
 
Figure 5 Step C: Identifying the critical mass within a research unit  
 
Figure 5 helps to identify critical infrastructures within a given research unit, for 
example, in a community, county, country or else. Three criteria advise users on 
how to determine an infrastructure’s criticality in a simple manner. First, those 
suppliers of a certain infrastructure service that are the ‘biggest’ within the research 
unit, are likely to be critical. They are especially critical when they are the only 
suppliers of a certain good, service or resource. Many ‘hidden champions’ are 
small or medium enterprises that sometimes are of worldwide importance but are 
often not publicly known. An example would be manufacturers of specialised ball 
bearings. In this case, this touches the third criterion as well, since not just the 
research unit itself is negatively affected by an outage or production halt, but 
external customers as well. 

4.4 Application example - Identifying critical infrastructure services within a 
community 

For any risk manager, be it on national level, within a given service area or within a 
community, the identification of critical infrastructure assets needs more than a 
hypothetical relation to potential impacts of services. Context and setting need to 
be acknowledged; which types of infrastructure have an impact on people within a 
specific community, for instance? An initial criticality assessment can provide only 
a coarse assumption. Only after a full risk analyses, including vulnerability and 
capability studies, including measures already in place, a more precise information 
can be provided about which infrastructure objects are critical for the community. 
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In this paper, the implication, content and limitations of criticality assessments can 
not be discussed at length, rather, a simplified step-by-step guideline (Fig. 6) for 
community level shows how priority areas for further investigation can be 
identified. With each question answered positively, the criticality of the 
investigated infrastructure element increases. This guideline works especially well 
under conditions of scarce information availability. On the other hand, this 
guideline is not very powerful, and will probably reveal what is already intuitively 
known. Still, the guideline can be applied for all types on infrastructure, and easily 
be used by local authorities. The process of applying this guideline is likely to 
reveal certain previously disregarded infrastructure services, and can be used as a 
baseline to establish a first infrastructure inventory. 
 

Figure 6 Identification sheet for communities 
 

Practical example for figure 6: Community X aims at assessing their most critical 
assets. The working group designated by the local government uses the 
identification guideline of figure 6 for this task. Beginning with question number 
one, they immediately identify the hospital, a power plant and other assets that are 
‘the biggest’, that means, the largest suppliers of a certain infrastructure service 
within their community. Some assets are backed-up by redundancies or alternative 
suppliers based within the community. In our example, there exist several smaller 
power plants in the community area. Therefore, the biggest power plant falls into 
criticality category one. The hospital, on the other hand, is the only one within the 
community. Certain specialised services, such as intensive care units, cannot be 
supplied by others within the community area. The hospital therefore falls into 
criticality category two. The community has only very few infrastructures which 
are the only supply source for the community itself and, additionally for the 
surrounding communities as well. For our example case, this could be a specialised 
early warning centre, or a national airport, falling into criticality category three.  

4.5 Discussion - Pros and cons compared to alternative approaches 

The practical example in section 4.4. shows that even a very simple guideline can 
help to first identify critical assets and second, to apply a relative ranking of 
importance between those assets. Figure 6 roughly represents a set of questions, 
many similar CI methods would typically use. 

The benefit of the concept presented in the steps before (A-C) is that it additionally 
provides a guideline which assets to prioritise and why. It is not based on biggest 
volume, rarity or number of supplied communities alone. The concept presented in 
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4.1 to 4.3 relates infrastructure elements or assets with human values. It therefore 
defines risk management goals, by documenting critical services and their effects 
due to an outage. This procedure also helps community decision makers who apply 
the guideline in figure 6. There might be numerous assets that would fall into 
category 3 – highest criticality. But it is the type of service they produce that helps 
to designate their priority. For example, the biggest and only supplier of a certain 
toy for babies can be eliminated from the list when the overall risk management 
goals are clearly defined. In this case, human survival and health impacts had been 
initially selected as values. The lack of supply with certain toys for babies it can be 
assumed has hardly effects on health or human survival. This is different for 
drinking water or other vital services or resources. 

Alternative approaches to this procedure typically use fixed thresholds of negative 
impact scenarios; for example, a fixed number or range of human or economic loss 
(Theoharidou et al. 2009). As an advantage, this provides clear thresholds to decide 
about the degree of criticality. On the downside, it is often difficult to obtain valid 
information about human loss and its direct relationship to power outage or other 
service outages, for example. It is therefore even more troublesome to project how 
many people would be affected during an outage in a future case. Another 
disadvantage, it is difficult to transfer such thresholds or ranges to another 
community or country. Therefore we propose in our approach a relative ranking 
focusing on the service characteristics which is more feasible and practical. Most 
alternative approaches do not specify or document, which values are researched 
and do not relate them to the infrastructure element or service. Many times it seems 
that criticality analyses of infrastructures apply methods and conduct assessments 
without clearly stating the risk management goals behind the measurements. The 
concept presented here provides a stimulus for an improved documentation and 
justification of what is measured and why in CI research.  

5. Findings 
Risk management goals help to conceptualise what is measured, where, when and 
why. Especially for complex problems such as critical infrastructure failures, - their 
triggers and cascading effects, it is important to first identify and document these 
questions. In a ‘target rich environment’ (as cited in: (Brown, 2006, p. 65), failure 
of infrastructure services may result due to multiple factors – single, unexpected 
hazard events, combinations of common failures, cascading effects of remote 
triggers, or, simply, the backhoe (see Brown, 2006, p. xiv). For the very nature of 
varying probabilities and ever-ongoing transformation of hazards and threats, an 
all-hazard approach is adopted. For civil protection, overseeing multiple 
infrastructures and causes of failure, prohibiting or preventing hazards alone offer 
only limited effectiveness. The GFCD therefore currently investigates concepts 
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dealing with the impact side of hazards and threats – criticality, vulnerability, 
capacities, or resilience – under the umbrella of an integrative risk management 
approach. 
     By itself, analyses on the impact side offer the same range of difficulties in 
predictability and diversification as is known for the bandwidth and 
interdependencies on the hazard side. This is therefore no argumentation for either 
side – both are necessary. However, it is argued that risk management activities as 
a whole profit extensively from a (more) precise formulation of goals. This paper 
addresses only a few of the potentials of strategic risk management goals and 
generic criticality criteria in the field of infrastructure related activities in national 
civil protection. Recommendations derived by the findings of the work recently 
conducted at the GFCD are as follows: 

• Using risk management goals for national level civil protection authorities 
in order to streamline risk management activities  

• Improving the effectiveness of all processes within the risk management 
cycle using strategic goals and specific target levels 

• Deriving priorities using and defining goals: research priorities, horizon 
scanning priorities, criticality and vulnerability priorities, risk management 
measures priorities, risk communication, and evaluation priorities 

• Using criticality assessment and the identified criticality criteria for 
identifying these priorities and linking them with risk management goals 

• Using the concept outlined in this paper to identify and prioritise critical 
infrastructure services, relating them to gals and concrete values. This 
concept can be applied at multiple scales and by different stakeholders; 
governmental authorities, local authorities, risk managers and researchers 

     There is an abundance of challenges associated with developing and using risk 
management goals and priorities. This paper can address only a few aspects that 
need a more thorough discussion. Recent activity on critical infrastructures in 
Germany has been rich in specific sectors – electricity and IT, but also on water, 
gas and mineral oil. Other sectors of the official CI list (www.kritis.bund.de) are 
also investigated, but in singular studies. However, there are also a number of 
cross-cutting studies for all types of infrastructure, identifying common concepts 
for prioritisation and strategic goals, such as presented in this paper. 
     Future activities at GFCD will focus on specific risk management goals and 
case studies. These goals will then be analysed regarding their usage for risk 
communication and awareness raising among multiple stakeholders, including 
private sector, local level authorities and the people. Other future developments 
might see a stronger emphasis of the capabilities available at multiple levels and 
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concrete risk management measures, extending again the overall perspective from 
hazards, then vulnerabilities, to an integrative risk management conception. 
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Tables 
 
Table 1 Comparison of critical infrastructure services within one sector (example) 
 
Sector Service Value: Life & 

Health 
Time-critical 
within 

Water supply Cooling water Yes Minutes 
Water supply Water for fire 

fighting 
Yes Seconds 

 
 
Table 2 Comparison of sectors (example) 
 
Sector Service Value: Life 

& Health 
Time-
critical 
within 

Value: 
Wealth & 
Economy 

Time-
critical 
within 

… 

Water supply Water for fire 
fighting 

Yes Seconds Unknown   … 

Finance Stock 
exchange 

No Unknown Yes Seconds … 

Information 
Technology 

Information 
(Warning) 

Yes Seconds Yes Seconds … 
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Figure 1 Multiple hazards, threats and impact layers within an all-hazard approach 
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Risikomanagement: Ablauf
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Figure 2 The risk management cycle (modified from (FMIG - Federal Ministry of 
the Interior of Germany 2008), ISO 31010:2009, IRGC 2008) 

 

Is it imaginable that the
following values could be
affected by the failure of the
investigated infrastrutures?

A IDENTIFICATION:
Critical? (Yes/No)

RESULT: First 
estimation, if the
infrastructure under
consideration should
be further investigated

Freedom and Order

Life and Health

Nature, Identity and Culture

Wealth, Economy

Figure 3 Step A: Identification of values to be investigated 
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Figure 4 Step B: Time-critical ranking of values 
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C IDENTIFICATION 
within research area

RESULT: Identification of 
priority infrastructures or
elements within research area

• ‚Biggest‘ supplier

• Uniqueness; e.g. monopolists or ‚hidden champions‘

• External effects imaginable (yes/no)  
 
Figure 5 Step C: Identifying the critical mass within a research unit  
 
 
 

Critical Infrastructure identification guideline for communities

criticality
degree

1. Is the investigated infrastructure the ‚biggest‘ supply source for the research area? 

2. Is the investigated infrastructure the only supply source for the research area? 

3. Is the investigated infrastructure also the only supply source for external customers? 

 
Figure 6 Identification guideline for communities 

 
 


